Subject: Additional information for the invitation to tender no. ACER/OP/admin/12/2012 (web applications development services and IT consultancy services for the implementation of REMIT Information System (ARIS) for the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators)

Question no. 1:
If we intend to submit a response to any of the lots, do we need to register our interest before sending or do we simply send a response to you by the 10th August and await confirmation receipt?

Answer no. 1:
This is an open tender procedure according to which potential candidates/tenderers should submit their tender by the deadline indicated in the contract notice. There should be no registration of interest.

Question no. 2:
Paragraph 9 of the invitation to tender document excludes contact between the tenderer and the contracting authority. At the same time ACER are holding several events and workshops that our representatives would wish to attend (e.g. the one in Brussels on July 11th and the one in Ljubljana on July 19th). Would that be permitted?

Answer no. 2:
Contacts between the Agency and tenderers which relate to the above mentioned procedure are prohibited throughout the procedure. Participation to the Agency’s events is open to public however any contact between the Agency and tenderers during these or any other events which would relate to the above mentioned procedure are prohibited.